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                ’s goal?
After a long inspiring experience in the toys market – and several titles sold 
worldwide as authors – we founded DACO Studio. Our goal is creating  
astonishing paper-engineered elements that, combined  
with engaging contents, give rise to innovative books.

A bold mix of talents and passions that creates a magic formula:

BOOKS TO PLAY, TOYS TO READ!
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click 
and go to 
the series

Ready to play?



MAGIC FLAP SERIES
WITH 6 AMAZING TWO-WAY FLAPS!

The incredible flaps can be opened two ways (left and right or up and down), allowing 
the little reader to see different contents that magically appear in the same spot.

MAGIC
COLORS

Casebound wi th  two-way f laps

cover  wi th  d ie-cut  hole

20 x  20 cm

12 pp

Ser ies par ts  4

Authors :

Paolo Mancin i

Luca de Leone

I l lus t rat ions:

Giu l ia  Cregut

description

What color is the sun? And the rose? But above all: what are the colors 
of our dear undecided chameleons? Well, it depends on what they 

touch with their long tongues. And on how you lift the page too! Open 
each amazing flap twice and see each of them change color before 

your eyes, as if by magic! It's a funny way of learning colors, isn't it?

watch
the

video!

What's the opposite of "long"? And the 
opposite of "out"? Just ask to our dear friends: 
dinosaurs with tails of different length or 
robots with extendible necks are excited to 
take you to the fantastic opposites world! 
First the canary is inside the cage, then he's 
outside. First the monster is sad,  
then he's happy. It's a funny way  
of learning opposites, isn't it?

MAGIC OPPOSITES

How many dolphins swim in the sea? And how 
many pens are on the table? Meet our numerous 
animal friends and learn to count with them. 
How many bees are flying around the flower, 
how many swallows are up in the sky?
It's a funny way of learning numbers, isn't it?

MAGIC NUMBERS

What's the shape of a dice? And the shape 
of a book? And first of all: what shapes our 
unpredictable shape-shifters can transform 
themselves into? Just dive into this book and 
find it out! He's round like the full moon or 
a bouncing ball. No, he's triangular like a 
egypthian pyramid or a piece of cake! It's a 
funny way of learning shapes, isn't it?

MAGIC SHAPES

3-5

https://youtu.be/vqMV3JAeygc


COMING 

SOON!

DREAM SERIES
WITH INCREDIBLE 3D KIDS!

With a very simple paper mechanism that combines pop-ups, sliders and flaps, the 
young reader makes 3D characters appear along with hidden contents,  
as if he really raised blankets, ending up in the dream world.

DREAM
JOBS

Casebound wi th 

magic  pop-ups

cover  wi th  d ie-cut  hole

20 x  20 cm

10/12 pp

Ser ies par ts  4

Authors :

Paolo Mancin i

Luca de Leone

I l lus t rat ions:

Susy Zanel la

description

Have you ever thought about who you want to be when you grow up? There are 
a lot of wonderful jobs to do, but only some of them are so special to become 

real... dream jobs! Scientists, teachers, astronauts... they work hard every day to 
make our world a better place. Try to guess what jobs they're dreaming of.

What if one of them was your future job?

watch
the

video!

watch
the

video!

watch
the

video!

Have you ever wished you could go back in 
time to meet your favourite ancient people? 
All historical civilizations are interesting, but 
some of them are so exciting to become perfect 
mates of your... dream time travels! Learn 
everything about egyptian pharaohs, roman 
gladiators, medieval warriors. They seem 
characters coming out from the movies.

DREAM TIME TRAVELS

Do you want to become a sport champion? Ok, 
but what sport are you going to peek? There 
are a lot of exciting sports to play, but some 
of them are so special to become real... dream 
sports! Football, basketball, volleyball... they 
really can make you happy and teach you how 
to think and behave as a team.

DREAM SPORTS

Have you already asked to your dad and mom 
to get you a pet? What's your favourite one? All 
animals are lovely creatures, but some of them 
are so special to become real... dream pets! 
Dogs, cats, turtles... once inside your life, they 
become the best friends ever. That's why it's 
important to learn how to take care of them.

DREAM PETS

3-5

https://youtu.be/atp3XdAK-2U
https://youtu.be/SIK6ktfsZ2I
https://youtu.be/g7J8reseqDs


MONSTROUS
GOOD MANNERS

Boardbook wi th 

4 magic  double-wheels

cover  wi th  double-wheel

20 x  20 cm

8 pp

Ser ies par ts  2

Authors :

Paolo Mancin i

Luca de Leone

I l lus t rat ions:

Al ice R is i

description

Do you think it's ok to skip the line when you're waiting in 
the cafeteria? Or do you think you'd better respect your 
turn? Do you think it's ok to play with toys when you are 

sitting at the table during meals? And what about plastic 
bottles? Do you get rid of them in the right way? Make your 
choice, turn the magic wheel and go to the next page to see 
what happens. And if you're not good with that, go back and 

change your decision to learn the good manners... outside! 

watch
the

video!

GETTING INVOLVED WITH OTHERS OR ENDING UP ALONE: 
IT ALL DEPENDS ON THE POWER OF THE WORD HELLO.

Go back, change 
your choice and 
see how things 
go differently!

GreenGranMa made a cake for Violex.

PLEASE

Say PLEASE  
to ask with respect .

Others have the right  
to share or not.

TURN THE WHEEL! 
Complete the picture, then go 
to the next page to see what 
happens if you say it or not.

INCREASING SOMEONE’S HAPPINESS OR MAKING HIM SAD:   
    IT ALL DEPENDS ON THE THREE WORDS I LOVE YOU. Horner helps Eye tidy up his bedroom.

Go back, change 
your choice and 
see how things 
go differently!

IT DOESN’T MATTER

THANK YOU

EXCUSE ME ?

Try to guess: what’s 
the magic word 

to show gratitude  
to people?

........
WHEELBOOK SERIES
WITH 4 SURPRISING DOUBLE-WHEELS!

By turning the amazing double-wheels the little reader can decide how 
characters behave and see what happens. If he doesn't like the result 
of his choice, he can go back a page and make a different decision!

MONSTROUS
MAGIC WORDS

Boardbook wi th 

4 magic  double-wheels

cover  wi th  double-wheel

20 x  20 cm

8 pp

Ser ies par ts  2

Authors :

Paolo Mancin i

Luca de Leone

I l lus t rat ions:

Al ice R is i

description

Violex would like to taste GreenGranMa's cake. What 
happens if he's asking her saying the word "please"? And 

if he doesn't? Turn the wheel, complete the picture and 
go to the next page to see what happens. Then go back, 

change your choice and see how things go differently! 
Learn to say hello, please, sorry, I love you, thank you. 

They are magic words: they make friends... appear!  

3-5

https://youtu.be/3tarkIbu-8E


FROZEN
SHAPES & NUMBERS

Boardbook wi th 

magic  co lour ing f laps

cover  wi th  d ie-cut  hole l

20 x  20 cm

8 pp

Ser ies par ts  2

Authors :

Paolo Mancin i

Luca de Leone

I l lus t rat ions:

Feder ica Nurchi

description

Follow Teddy and his friends Penguin, Elves, Kangaroos 
and Dragons in a journey to discover a world of things 

with stunning shapes. Round button, square chocolate, 
rectangular pillow, rhomboid kite: there's something to suit 

everybody's fancy! And with the warming flaps you can melt 
the snow and find out many funny hidden numbers!

watch
the

video!

watch
the

video!

VA IN SLITTA CON 2 AMICI ELFI! 
SCOPRONO TANTE COSE ROTONDE.ORSETTO

Half moon
is yellow .

Squeaky duck
is yellow .

pull the WARMING FLAP!THERE'S ANOTHER YELLOW SURPRISE TO FIND!

ORSETTO VA IN SLITTA CON 2 AMICI ELFI

E SCOPRONO LE COSE ROTONDE.

MELT THE SNOW

LOOK!

P
U
L
L
 

Golden crown
is yellow .

S
M
A
R
T
 

K
E
Y
 I
S
 
Y
E
L
L
O

W

The snow freezed ANOTHER
SURPRISE! Find it out!

And how many YELLOW things!
AT SCHOOL WITH SUNFLOWERS One is ASLEEP 

one is AWAKE!

Juicy oranges
are round .

Smiling button
is round .

Bright Sun
is round .

THERE'S ANOTHER ROUND THING TO FIND!

TEDDY GOES SLEDDING WITH 2 ELVES

MELT THE SNOW

LOOK!
They find ROUND things!

There’s a CIRCLE down there! What’s under the snow?

pull the WARMING FLAP!

The little fish’s twin doesn’t seem to have learned the lesson..

M
A
D
 

B
A
L
L
 I
S
 
R
O
U
N

D

FROZEN SERIES
WITH MAGIC COLOURING FLAPS! 

The incredible "warming" flaps can be pulled allowing the little reader to melt the 
snow and magically discover funny surprises buried under it and nice new friends 
appearing in the pages out of the blue.

FROZEN
COLOURS
& OPPOSITES

Boardbook wi th  magic

colour ing f laps

cover  wi th  d ie-cut  hole

20 x  20 cm

8 pp

Ser ies par ts  2

Authors :

Paolo Mancin i

Luca de Leone

I l lus t rat ions:

Feder ica Nurchi

description

Set off on a wonderful journey with Beary and his friends 
Penguin, Worms, Sunflowers and Sirens to discover a 

world of colorful things: green clover, yellow duck, red 
strawberry, pink flamingo and many more! And with the 

warming flaps you can melt the snow to unfreeze hidden 
funny surprises and... learn opposites!

3-5

https://youtu.be/bXqjpzPbCXA
https://youtu.be/FhDUFTz_dCM


DAD,
HOW 
BORING!

Boardbook wi th 

magic  double pul l -outs

cover  wi th  work ing

double- f laps

20 x  20 cm

8 pp

Ser ies par ts  2

Authors :

Paolo Mancin i

Luca de Leone

I l lus t rat ions:

Clara Leonardi

description

Uncanny stories to hear, hilarious sketches to enjoy, 
breathtaking surprises... our life is really full of 
surprises. You just need to realize that and stop 

thinking that your life is boring! Use to the magic 
double-flaps to let your fantastic journey around the 

Globe begin. Get ready to be amused by the world 
that sorrounds you: it is marvelous!

watch
the

video!

PULL 
THIS WAY!

Are you sure? The world is full of uncanny stories to hear!

...every time the same trip: nothing happens around here!

How boring! It’s always me and my rowdy classmates... 

A LOT OF BREATHTAKING THINGS HAPPEN EVERY DAY. GO AND FIND THEM!A LOT OF BREATHTAKING THINGS HAPPEN EVERY DAY. GO AND FIND THEM!

The m
um

m
y is stretching her legs!

Are you sure? The world is full of magic tricks to watch!

...each time the same party: nothing happens around here!

How boring! It’s always me and my rambling friends... 

Rabbits keep coming         out of the hat!

A LOT OF UNTHINKABLEA LOT OF UNTHINKABLE
THINGS HAPPEN EVERY DAY.THINGS HAPPEN EVERY DAY.

TAKE YOUR SEAT!TAKE YOUR SEAT!

PULL 
THIS WAY!

DAD, HOW BORING...

RO TESEQUE 
AM SITIBUS.

IT’S A FUNNY 
WORLD, 
ISN’IT?

PULL 
THIS WAY!

-32,194 m
m

Are you sure? The world is full of huge surprises to discover!

...always the same walk: nothing happens around here!

Dad, how boring! Always me, you and this dreamer kid... 

The dogs distract           the traffic policem
an!

A LOT OF LITTLE BIG THINGS HAPPEN EVERY DAY.A LOT OF LITTLE BIG THINGS HAPPEN EVERY DAY.
YOU JUST NEED TO LOOK HARD!YOU JUST NEED TO LOOK HARD!

3-5DOUBLE PULL-OUT SERIES
WITH DOUBLE MAGIC APPEARING FLAPS!

The unexpected push-and-pull mechanism makes two amazing scenes magically 
appear in each spread, letting the little reader make a journey of amazing
discoveries around the world.

MOM,
HOW 
BORING!

Boardbook wi th 

magic  double pul l -outs

cover  wi th  work ing

double- f laps

20 x  20 cm

8 pp

Ser ies par ts  2

Authors :

Paolo Mancin i

Luca de Leone

I l lus t rat ions:

Clara Leonardi

description

Are you sure that your everyday life is boring? 
Stop saying "nothing happens around here!" and 

circle the Globe with the magic double-flaps to discover 
a world of funny things! Enjoyable secrets to discover, 

exciting things to learn, magic tricks to watch... 
our life is full of marvels,

you just need to notice that!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DB4EoWhLI7k


watch
the

video!

Giant octopus or mammoth: which 
one is the heaviest? And what is 
the hungriest? Travel all over the 
world and through time to discover 
incredible giant creatures... Try to 
assign the right name to the animals 
that magically appear in the pages 
and place your bet: how many 
winners will you be able to guess?

COMING 

SOON!

COMING 

SOON!

GIANTS CHALLENGE!

White shark or stone fish: 
which one is the most 
dangerous deep ocean 
dweller? And what animals 
are the heaviest or the most 
colourful? Dive in the sea 
and pull the super sliders to 
discover all the most exciting 
underwater duels! Try to 
assign the right name to the 
animals that magically appear 
in the pages and place your 
bet: how many winners will 
you be able to guess?

DEEP OCEAN CHALLENGE!

3-5SUPER SLIDER SERIES
WITH 9 MAGIC SLIDERS! 

The amazing sliders make different animals appear in the same spot, letting the little 
reader catch a glimpse them and then try to name them right. Which of the two
is winning the challenge?

WILD ANIMALS
CHALLENGE!

Boardbook wi th 

9 magic  s l iders

cover  wi th  d ie-cut  hole

20 x  20 cm

10 pp

Ser ies par ts  2

Authors :

Paolo Mancin i

Luca de Leone

I l lus t rat ions:

Clara Leonardi

description

Who is the strongest animal: lion or bear? Or the fastest 
between falcon and cheetah and the biggest between 

giraffe and elephant? Pull the super sliders and see the 
two wild animal challengers magically appear before your 

eyes! Can you name them right and figure out which one 
is winning this thrilling wild challenge? Don't worry, you'll 

find the answers at the end of the book!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kjOOKCJF5mg


THE FABLES
OF MRS. DONTS
THE WORM

Boardbook wi th 

5 magic  spi ra l  wheels

20 x  20 cm

10 pp

Ser ies par ts  2

Authors :

Paolo Mancin i

Luca de Leone

I l lus t rat ions:

Francesca

Romana Bracc iot t i

description

Follow the Worm into the most famous Aesop's fables and 
learn what not to do to be a good kid! Read the stories and 
then turn the magic spiral wheels to see them come alive. 
Don't despise what you can't get, don't overrate yourself, 
don't lie, don't be arrogant or greedy: be inspired by the 

ethical endings that magically appear in the pages!

watch
the

video!

watch
the

video!

VA IN SLITTA CON 2 AMICI ELFI! 
SCOPRONO TANTE COSE ROTONDE.ORSETTO

Half moon
is yellow .

Squeaky duck
is yellow .

pull the WARMING FLAP!THERE'S ANOTHER YELLOW SURPRISE TO FIND!

ORSETTO VA IN SLITTA CON 2 AMICI ELFI

E SCOPRONO LE COSE ROTONDE.

MELT THE SNOW

LOOK!

P
U
L
L
 

Golden crown
is yellow .

S
M
A
R
T
 

K
E
Y
 I
S
 
Y
E
L
L
O

W

The snow freezed ANOTHER
SURPRISE! Find it out!

And how many YELLOW things!
AT SCHOOL WITH SUNFLOWERS One is ASLEEP 

one is AWAKE!

THE ANT AND THE GRASSHOPPER

WHAT DOES THE MR. DOS’ STORY TEACH US?

Mr. Dos sees a lazy Grasshopper and an 
industrious Ant bearing a heavy ear of corn…

Mr.Dos,

«Come to sing with 
me», the first says, 
«instead of toiling 
in that way». «I’m 
laying up food for 

the winter», the 
Ant replies, «and I 

recommend you to do 
the same».

The winter comes and 
the cold Grasshopper 
has no food. «I should 
had listened to you!», 
he cries to the good 
hearted Ant,
who welcomes him
in her house.

DO FINISH YOUR WORK FIRST, 
THEN HAVE FUN!

THE HORSE AND THE DONKEY

WHAT DOES THE MR. DOS’ STORY TEACH US?

Mr. Dos sees a Donkey bearing a very heavy 
load and a Horse with a very light one...

Mr.Dos,

«Please, take a part of my burden», the tired 
Donkey asks, but the self-centered Horse  

turns a deaf ear to him and he moves away 
ignoring his sorrowful companion.

After a few steps the Donkey falls exhausted  
and their human owner puts all the heavy load  
on the Horse’s back. So he realizes his mistake:  

«I didn’t want to help the Donkey,
now I have to carry everything!»

DO AS YOU WOULD  
BE DONE BY!

THE STORY

TURN TO WATCH

THE STORY

TURN TO WATCH

THE BOY WHO CRIED WOLF

WHAT DOES THE MRS. DONTS’ STORY TEACH?

Mrs. Donts sees a lonely Shepherd Boy with  
his sheep trying to get a little company...

«Wolf, Wolf!», he falsely cries out. The  
villagers drop their work and run to the pasture  

to help him. But when they realize that  
it’s just a joke, they get mad with the Boy.

One day, a wolf actually comes out and the 
Shepherd Boy screams «Wolf, Wolf!» for the 

umpteenth time. Thinking the Boy’s deceiving  
them again, the villagers don’t come to his help.

And the wolf kills a great many of the sheep!

DON’T LIE, YOU WON’T BE BELIEVED 
EVEN WHEN YOU SPEAK THE TRUTH!

THE PEACOCK AND THE CROW

WHAT DOES THE MRS. DONTS’ STORY TEACH?

Mrs. Donts sees a Crow who wants to  
look as beautiful as a Peacock...

Mrs.Donts,

«I am as gorgeous as a peacock», the vain  
Crow says to her fellow crows, after sticking  

some Peacock feathers into her tail. And then  
she goes to join the flock of Peacocks.

But they easily reveal her trick, tear her fake 
feathers off and drive her away. Humiliated,  
she returnes back to the crows, but they reject  

her. Now the Crow realizes her mistake: now  
she’s mocked by both crows and peacocks!

DON’T BE ARROGANT OR 
YOU WON’T HAVE ANY FRIENDS!

Mrs.Donts, THE STORY

TURN TO WATCH3-5WORMBOOK SERIES
WITH 5 SCENE-CHANGING SPIRAL WORMS! 

The most famous Aesop's fables told by two special worms come alive when
the little reader turns the magic spiral: the main scene magically changes
into the story's educational end.

THE FABLES
OF MR. DOS
THE WORM

Boardbook wi th 

5 magic  spi ra l  wheels

20 x  20 cm

10 pp

Ser ies par ts  2

Authors :

Paolo Mancin i

Luca de Leone

I l lus t rat ions:

Francesca

Romana Bracc iot t i

description

Read the Aesop's fables told by Mr. Dos the Worm and 
animate them with the magic spiral wheels! Find out 

what you have to do at your best in your everyday life 
situations! Do finish your work first then have fun, do as 

you would be done by, do be kind with others...
There's a lot of things to learn to be a good kid!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0TqK7xUO3Bc&t=49s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fCYW-kAY2JU&t=35s


SANTA GOES
TO SPACE!

Hard cover

18 x  18 cm

44 pp

Ser ies par ts  2

Authors :

Luca de Leone 

Paolo Mancin i

I l lus t rat ions:

Giorgia Bald in i

description

The space launch countdown has begun: 5, 4, 3, 2, 1... ehy, 
wait a minute, where is Present?? It's always the same 
story: Santa Claus' family is ready to start for another 

hilarious adventure directly to the outer space. Well, almost 
ready! Santa is excited to test the zero gravity effect on his 

excessive weight and the reindeers are ready to tow the 
rocket. Get ready to receive another very funny gift! 

A sea bathing finally! PenguinPenguin is surfing  

on a board… well, on SnowmanSnowman actually. The 

ReindeersReindeers are swimming with their safety life 

belts. And what’s happening to SantaSanta? 

“A fish made its nest in my beard!”

very “cool” surfing!

don’t move,
the little

fish is
sleeping!

mmm, we
have troubles

with swimming
caps here!

How many funny activities on the shore! The  

GrinchGrinch and Tin SoldierTin Soldier are playing matkot using 

Cookie ManCookie Man as the ball. SnowmanSnowman and Polar BearPolar Bear 

are playing bocce using the GnomeGnome’s red nose as the 

pallino! “Aim well!”, he says.

“hit hard, snowman, hit hard!”

“get ready for  
the smash!”

3-6FIRST LAUGHS SERIES
WHAT DOES SANTA DO WHEN IT'S NOT CHRISTMAS?

The funny gags of this picture books show to the little reader the real life of Santa 
Claus and his bizarre friends under a brand new (and hilarious) light!

SANTA GOES
ON HOLIDAY!

Hard cover

18 x  18 cm

44 pp

Ser ies par ts  2

Authors :

Luca de Leone 

Paolo Mancin i

I l lus t rat ions:

Giorgia Bald in i

description

Have you ever thought about what Santa Claus is doing 
when it's not Christmas? Well, it's simple: he goes on 
vacation, exactly as you do! Then let's leave with him 
and his bizarre friends in a very hilarious journey: it's 
summertime! Uncontrollable Reindeers, unscrupulous 

Grinch, unpresentable Gnome, unsavable Cookie Man... 
the squad is ready, there will be fun!



WONDERS
OF THE WORLD

Hard cover

24 x  28 cm

44 pp

Ser ies par ts  2

Authors :

Luca de Leone

Paolo Mancin i

Andrea Papal in i

I l lus t rat ions:

Sabr ina Ferrero

description

What if I told you that monuments and landmarks have a lot 
to do with aliens and dinosaurs? Yes, that's true: the "wonders 

of the world" hide amazing stories not only of aliens and 
dinosaurs, but also of kings, labyrinths, magical swords and 

videogames! Don't you believe it? Follow our friends in a 
journey in search of the most incredible buildings and  

natural beauties of our Planet!

GETTING INVOLVED WITH 
OTHERS OR ENDING UP ALONE: GreenGranMa made a cake for Violex.

PLEASE

Say PLEASE  
to ask with respect .

Others have the right  
to share or not.

TURN THE WHEEL! 
Complete the picture, then go 
to the next page to see what 
happens if you say it or not.

Turn the
 

Turn the
 

page to
 discove

r 
page to

 discove
r 

other f
amous 

other f
amous 

artworks ab
out 

artworks ab
out 

nature!nature!

Beauty of 
Art and...

Second clue: art can DEPICT  
NAT URE, not always the way we 
see it. Vincent van Gogh, who lived 150 years ago, 
painted swirling skies, trees that looked like flames, and 
mountains that seemed to be ocean waves about to drown 
buildings. Why did he do that? Because sometimes he 

was very restless and he wanted to SHARE 
that with others. Perhaps he 

didn’t even know he was doing 
it, but he made paintings like 

this one.

The sky looks like
a sea full of 

Turn forTurn for
 other other

unforge
ttable 

unforge
ttable 

wonders!wonders!

Did you know that modern 
football stadiums are 
still built in the shape 
and structure of the 

Memorable selfies!
Wonders and...

Some wonders are SO FAMOUS that 

it’s impossible not to TAKE A SELFIE 

beside them! Let’s start with the 

COLOSSEUM, the largest of ANCIENT 
ROME’s amphitheatres, that hosted 

fights between animals, clashes between men and animals, 

and duels between GLADIAT ORS (slaves or prisoners 

trained to become the toughest 

A gigantic 
Colossus 
stood beside  
it, hence  
the name!

There where 
more than 
80 secret 
hatches!

FAMOUS
PAINTINGS

Hard cover

24 x  28 cm

44 pp

Ser ies par ts  2

Authors :

Luca de Leone

Paolo Mancin i

Andrea Papal in i

I l lus t rat ions:

Sabr ina Ferrero

description

Did you know that the famous paintings are (almost) like 
your drawings? As you do, artists paint our body, nature, 

happy or sad people, everyday life, using the same colours 
that you use. But everyone go to see their paintings 

because they portray the scene in a very special way. But 
who knows... thanks to the simple exercises of this book, 

one day you might succeed too!

6-8DID YOU KNOW THAT... 
30 FAMOUS ARTWORKS TO DISCOVER AND FUNNY EXERCISES!

Find out all the secrets hidden behind the most famous paintings, monuments and 
natural landmarks. Then do the simple exercises and try to become an artist and a 
wonders of the world expert!



SWIPE
& GUESS

Boardbook wi th 

sound mechanism

16 x  16 cm

8 pp

Ser ies par ts  2

Project  by :

Paolo Mancin i

Luca de Leone

DummySaurs is  a

®regis tered ™

by Al legra Dami

Graphic  des ign:

Chiara Arr igoni

description

Mmm... our friends Dummysaurs are so voracious that 
they have eaten even some musical instruments! Swipe 

your finger on Dinus, Rynus and Ditsy's bellies to cuddle 
them and ease their tummy ache. Then try to guess what 

instrument each of them has eaten by reading the clues and 
listening to the sound coming out of them!   

watch
the

video!

watch
the

video!

IT’S A PARTY HORN! JOIN US: 
KNOCK ON THE BIG CAKE  

IT’S MAGIC! IF YOU’LL DO IT RIGHT, 
A MUSIC WILL START. LET’S SING ALONG 

 WITH THE DUMMYSAURS!

...BIRTHDAYTO YOU!

...to you,
happy...

Happy
birthday... 

ANOTHER CLUE: IT LOOKS

LIKE MADE OF GOLD!

DINUS IS A GLUTTONOUS DINOSAUR... HE  
HAS JUST EATEN A TRUMPET IN A SINGLE BITE! 

IT HAS A LONG METAL TUBE: CAN YOU  
FIND IT AMONG THOSE INSTRUMENTS?

THEN PRESS AND SWIPE HIS TUMMY!

W
HA

T A
 TUMMY ACHE...

HELP ME
OUT WITH 

A BELLY RUB!

PRESS 

3-5SOUND BOOKS SERIES
WITH MANY AMAZING SOUNDS TO GUESS!

Thanks to the innovative sound mechanisms, the little reader can play knocking and 
swiping on the gift boxes and dinosaurs' bellies and try to guess what are inside just 
listening to the funny sounds that come out from them! 

KNOCK
& GUESS

Boardbook wi th 

sound mechanism

16 x  16 cm

10 pp

Ser ies par ts  2

Project  by :

Paolo Mancin i

Luca de Leone

DummySaurs is  a

®regis tered ™

by Al legra Dami

Graphic  des ign:

Chiara Arr igoni

description

Dinus, Rynus and Ditsy are receiving a lot of presents and 
they can't wait to discover what gifts are hidden inside! 

Help them: knock on the box, listen to the sound and try to 
guess what thing it can belong to. It's a helicopter, a train, 

a motorbike? It's up to you. And at the end, knock on the 
big cake to hear a very appropriate song!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Y0Ah_pLG9U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2CxBdYlFQz4


PLANTS

Hard cover

24 x  28 cm

64 pp

Ser ies par ts  2

Authors :

Paolo Mancin i

Luca de Leone

I l lus t rat ions:

Mart ina B inosi

description

A plant with a huge red mouth with fleshy lips, a tree able 
to walk on its roots and another one which uses to hire little 
but powerful bodyguards to protect himself from predators 

and many others. The species that the astronaut and the 
Crockpot Cricket little guide met on the far away Planet 

are really incredible, but... again they really exist on Earth!  
Have fun with the hilarious stories and get ready to meet  

the magnificence of our world that all of us have to protect.

watch
the

video!

watch
the

video!

GETTING INVOLVED WITH OTHERS OR ENDING UP ALONE: 
IT ALL DEPENDS ON THE POWER OF THE WORD HELLO.

Go back, change 
your choice and 
see how things 
go differently!

GreenGranMa made a cake for Violex.

PLEASE

Say PLEASE  
to ask with respect .

Others have the right  
to share or not.

TURN THE WHEEL! 
Complete the picture, then go 
to the next page to see what 
happens if you say it or not.

8

DRACULA SIMIA
Logbook – GREEN TUB Space Outpost 20-20-20

Day of Mission: 47rd 

SEE NO EVIL, HEAR NO EVIL, SPEAK NO EVIL… HUH?

THEY GIVE OFF
A DELICATE

ORANGE SCENT.
FRUIT OF THIER

DESIRE TO AMAZE?

I t’s hard to find anyone more devious 
than my cousin. After months of  
tedious practice and a rigorous, 
self-imposed training schedule, she 

finally learned the 
disappearing coin 
trick. Day in, day 
out, she’d use it 
to rob me of  my 
allowance. Yet 
I did manage 
to come across 
someone even 
shiftier, here on this 
planet millions 
of  light years from 

home. Of   

course, the one who had to bear the brunt 
was the Crackpot Cricket, who wound up 
in the crossfire of  three rascally creatures. 
We’d nearly reached the mountaintop, 
but suddenly lost our way. The Crackpot 

Cricket asked 
them for 
directions. 
«Hello, kind 
inhabitants 
of  this fine 
locale», he 
opened with, in 
a tone of  voice 

that was far friendlier than 
anything I’d known him 

capable of.  

32 10

LITHOPS

SHE GROWS IN DRY, 
DESERT CLIMES.

CAN MAKE
A LITTLE GO

A LONG WAY.

HER LONG ROOT 
PENETRATES FAR INTO 

THE GROUND. DEEP 
DOWN, EVERYTHING’S 

UNDER CONTROL. 

bought the suntan lotion and the portable 
lounge chair. Everything you need to enjoy 
the desert!».
My short-tempered 
travel companion 
was about to fire 
back, but he 
held off.
His eyes 
revealed the 
same exhaustion 
that I myself  was 
feeling. All those hours 
trudging in the blazing sun had taken their 
toll on both of  us.
And seeing that we were rewarded with so 
little, it was tough to forget what we’d put 
ourselves through just to get our hands on 
some dinky stalk.
This was when, out of  the corner of  my 
eye, I happened to spot something I
would 
never
have 
expected 
to see 
in this 
desolate 
land.
A blotch 
of  color!
I dried off – gloves, eyes, visor, in that 

order – and looking around more 
carefully, my hypothesis proved to 

be on the money.
Alongside us we saw a beautiful, brightly 
colored flower growing. Two of  them, 
actually. Wait a minute – there were 

scads! Even the 
Crackpot Cricket 
noticed them. 
His look of  
shock must have 
mirrored mine.
Lithops is one of  
nature’s marvels. 
On the outside, 

they look like stone. But on the inside, 
they’re able to store the few drops of  water 
that come their way, and make them last 
for months. After that, they bloom.
We were there when it happened.

«What did I tell you?!», the 
Crackpot Cricket started 

yelling. «Was it 
worth the effort 

or not? Good 
thing I 

nagged 
you and 
got us 
going 

in the first 
place». He was 

so happy that I had to suck it up if  I didn’t 
want to contradict him – and I didn’t. You 
can achieve any goal you want through 
willpower. Impossible? Nothing is!

44

6-10OUT OF THE WORLD SERIES
FIRST FULLY DOCUMENTED 15 SPECIES FROM ANOTHER PLANET!

The astonishment that comes from discovering that the unbelievable animals and plants 
which the astronaut met actually live on Earth, leads the little reader to reflect on how
our Planet is wonderful and on the importance of protecting it.

ANIMALS

Hard cover

24 x  28 cm

64 pp

Ser ies par ts  2

Authors :

Paolo Mancin i

Luca de Leone

I l lus t rat ions:

Mart ina B inosi

description

As you'll find out from the plot twist at the end of the 
book, the astronaut is actually an alien visiting the Earth, 

so the incredible animals he met come from our world! It's 
surprising, isn't it? A strange creature that blows itself 

up in pieces in order to escape the enemy, an animal 
with more than 30 brains, an indestructible microscopic 
creature... and many others. Read this groundbreaking 

atlas and find out where to find them!

https://youtu.be/YGLrOVC6hZI
https://youtu.be/DlX11x219Hk


DO THE MATHS
with Magic Robots!

Boardbook wi th 

4 two-way f laps

cover  wi th  d ie-cut  hole

20 x  20 cm

8 pp

Ser ies par ts  2

Authors :

Paolo Mancin i

Luca de Leone

I l lus t rat ions:

Alber to Badalament i

description

How much is 2 bees plus 3 bees? 5 bees! And 6 cherries 
minus 1 cherry? 4 cherries... mmm, is that correct? Well, 
you just need to ask it to the clever Magic Robots! Do your 
calculations, choose which is the right result and then 
switch on the Robot and play with the two-way flaps for the 
answers. Learning math has never been so exciting!

SAM uses too much 
paper to draw. 

Many forest trees 
are cut down 

to make 
them!

If that’s okay  
I will give you
this cool gift!

to save 
to save treestrees

SAVE FORESTS AND REUSE THINGS!
LET’S TALK ABOUT PAPER AND OTHER MATERIALS THAT IT’S A SHAME TO THROW AWAY

ZOE knows that 
things can be reused 
several times before throwing 
them away. She has a 
brilliant idea...

If you behave like ZOE, open my magic tummy this  way  and see what happens

If you behave like SAM, open my magic tummy this  way and see the consequences

PLANTS give us the  oxygen we need 
to BREATH!

check it out!

check it out!

TURNTURN
It’s your

3:3=
1

10:2= 
5

IRIS put 3 pumpkins
in 3 baskets... How  

many pumpkins will   

JOHN fairily watered 2  
plants with 10 

bottles...  
How many did 

OPEN my tummy
up or down to see

 the RESULT!

4:2=
It’s

 your
TO DO divisions
TO DO divisions

TURNTURN
8:2=

check it out!

check it out!

description

Ken is on his daddy's car that pollutes the air with a 
cloud of gray smoke, Liz rides the bike with her mom and 
respects the environment... Do you want to do as Ken or 
Liz? Make your choice and then open the magic flap up 

and down to find out what Magic Robots think about your 
decision. What behaviours are really saving the Planet? 

3-6STEM - MAGIC ROBOFLAPS
WITH 4 AMAZING TWO-WAY FLAPS!

The incredible flaps can be opened two ways (up and down), 
allowing the little reader to see two magic Robots' live reactions  
to the choice taken by the little reader!

SAVE THE PLANET
with Magic Robots!

Boardbook wi th 

4 two-way f laps

cover  wi th  d ie-cut  hole

20 x  20 cm

8 pp

Ser ies par ts  2

Authors :

Paolo Mancin i

Luca de Leone

I l lus t rat ions:

Alber to Badalament i



watch
the

video!

4-6WHATASHOW SERIES
WITH 5 ASTONISHING MAGIC-CURTAIN FLAPS!

By opening the magic curtains the little reader can really plunge into the story. The 
figures will change before his eyes and he will see the scene really come to life!

PINOCCHIO

Boardbook wi th  5 

"magic-cur ta in"  f laps

cover  wi th 

a hole and 

a"magic  cur ta in"  f lap

24 x  19,7  cm

10 pp

Ser ies par ts  4

Authors :

Paolo Mancin i

Luca de Leone

I l lus t rat ions:

Francesca Romana Bracc iot t i

description

Would you like to meet the gruff Fire Eater or the mischievous Fox and Cat? Or to get to 
know the lovely Blue Fairy and the wise Talking Cricket? Open the book and get ready to 

play with the magic curtains: the figures change before your eyes and you'll see the scene 
actually come to life! Enter the story but watch out for the Shark... what a show!

Do you like to follow Alice down the White 
Rabbit's hole and discover what happens if she 
drinks the weird liquid in the bottle? Play with 
the magic curtains and bring the story to life! 
You'll talk with the Caterpillar and the Cheshire 
Cat, and you'll have to deal with the Queen of 
Hearts. It's really a wonderland!

ALICE IN WONDERLAND

COMING 

SOON!

Enter Dorothy's house and get ready to fly 
away up to the world of Oz. Open the curtains 
of this magic book and bring her story to life! 
You'll walk next to Toto, Scarecrow, Tin Man 
and Cowardly Lion. And you'll finally meet the 
Wizard of Oz and the Wicked Witch, helping 
Dorothy come back home!
There's no book like... this one! 

THE WIZARD OF OZ

COMING 

SOON!

Second star to the left and you're there! Get 
on board this enchanted book and cut through 
the waves at Peter Pan's side. By opening 
the magic curtains you'll see your favourite 
characters come to life! Follow Peter and Tinker 
Bell to Never Land and help them fight against 
Captain Hook. Let's prepare yourself for a 
neverending adventure!  

PETER PAN

https://youtu.be/KBFcJKb9Eu8


GRR! ARE 

YOU READY 

TO START?

GREAT BOOKPACK SERIES
WITH 4 AMAZING HUGE POP-UPS!

Thanks to an incredible paper mechanism, when the little reader opens the cute 
unicorn and dragon's backpacks they turn into gigantic bags containing a lot of 
nice objects to learn and enjoy.

description

Little unicorn has received a wonderful gift: a new cute backpack! Now 
she can't wait to put it on her back and to start walking around the places 
she loves most. From her bedroom and the city she lives in to her classroom 
and the snow-covered backyard. A lot of amazing objects are waiting to be 

discovered and kept inside the... bookpack! 

watch
the
video!

A WORLD
OF WORDS
with the Unicorn

Boardbook wi th  

huge pop-ups

die-cut  cover

15 x  15 cm

16 pp

Ser ies par ts  2 :

- Unicorn

- Dragon

Authors:

Paolo Mancin i

Luca de Leone

I l lus t rator :

Cami l la  Frescura

Flipping the book forward all the pages turn blank... Flipping the book backwards, all the pages turn black...

MAGIC FLIPBOOK SERIES
WITH 6 FRIGHTFUL MONSTERS THAT REALLY... DISAPPEAR!

This incredible book has magic pages: if you flip through it after reading the story, 
you'll see the pages become completely blank! And if you flip it backward, the 
monsters of the dark will be back again! 

WHAT MAGIC!

FACE YOUR
FEARS WITH JOY

Paperback wi th  10 magic  pages

20 x  20 cm; 84 pagg.

Authors :  Paolo Mancin i ,  Luca de Leone

I l lus t rat ions:  S i lv ia  Forzani

description

Would you help Joy face her fears?  
Follow her into the magic sheet 
with Bigteeth Bunny and try to 
drive the monsters away. If you 
can't, close the book and focus: 
make them disappear... for real!

watch
the

video!

3-5

https://youtu.be/X2Db12MXmFk
https://youtu.be/WUKWcNkoy5k


PULLBOOK SERIES
WITH 5 MAGICALLY APPEARING CHARACTERS!

The surprising push-and-pull mechanism makes the animals appear out of the blue 
jumping magically in to the scene and springing into action.

TREASURE
HUNT

Boardbook wi th

push-and-pul l  f laps

20 x  20 cm

10 pp

Ser ies par ts  2

(Other  t i t le : 

Who's  coming to  d inner? )

Pro ject :

Paolo Mancin i

Luca de Leone

I l lus t rat ions:

Agnese Baruzz i

description

Squirrel, Frog, Mouse and Little Bird are on their way to find a 
precious treasure, but first they have to find four clues hidden in the 

environment around them. Only by joining their forces they will be able 
to achieve their goal, because each of them is precious for the succes 

of the funny hunt. But will the treasure be precious too?
Let's get ready to find it out in the surprising ending!

watch
the

video!

What does a shark eat? And what is the 
clownfish's favorite dish? Just dive in the 
pages of this amazing book and find it out. 
Follow the trail of the most funny fishes that 
live in the ocean and help them grab their 
meals. But watch out: not all that glitters is 
gold! It's a nice and thrilling way of learning 
the food chain, isn't it?

WHO EATS WHOM?

COMING 

SOON!

COMING 

SOON!

Prince Frog is trying to turn back to his 
human shape... would you help him? Great! 
You just need to read the story, find the right 
ingredients of the magic spell and just... see 
what happnes. But get ready for the plot 
twist: love is the most powerful sorcery of all!

THE MAGIC POTION

Mmm... somebody stole the tasty cake! Who 
could it be? Are you brave enough to find it 
out? Put on your detective hat, arm yourself 
with the magic magnifier and try to unmask 
the felon. Maybe it was the Huge Spider? Or 
what you see is just a simple spring? You got 
it: not everything is what it seems!

WHO STOLE
THE CAKE?

3-5

watch
the

video!

https://youtu.be/zKlcWy3MO10
https://youtu.be/B5CD38mQtu8


COMING 

SOON!

SHED LIGHT ON SERIES
MOVE THE MAGIC TORCH AND PEEK!

The little reader moves the sliding disc in the page with his fingers to peek through 
the hole trying to guess. The disc's size enables to see just a part of the illustration 
illuminated by the magic flashlight, so that the guessing is... so funny!

ANIMALS

Boardbook wi th  magic  d iscs

cover  wi th  d ie-cut  hole

20 x  20 cm

18 pp

Ser ies par ts  4

Authors :

Paolo Mancin i

Luca de Leone

I l lus t rat ions:

Susy Zanel la

description

What about watching animals in a different light? Move the 
magic torch and guess what animals are hiding in the dark.
Turn the page and watch them... with eyes of imagination! 

From a tiger who's not threatening but loves to play with its 
ball of string, to an octopus who doesn't squeeze but hugs 

her friends. You'll really shed light on animals' life!

watch
the

video!

Do you want to meet dinosaurs in the 
flesh? Spend a night at the museum and 
travel back in prehistoric times! How did 
T-Rex teeth look like? Why did Triceratops 
eat rocks? What did Stegosaurus have in 
common with a snail? Move your magic 
torch and peek... who roars in the dark?

DINOSAURS

Do you know that even anger or fear are good 
emotions? Move the magic torch and peek to 
explore every detail of kids' face expressions. 
She dropped her sweet ice cream. He mistook 
salt for sugar. She misses her big brother who 
works abroad. There's a shadow on children's 
faces, can you guess what they feel and how 
they can work it out?

EMOTIONS

Do you think to know monsters well? Move 
your magic torch and peek... who's hiding 
in the haunted house? A ghost who scares 
others just to win a football game, a 
vampire who can't live without his cherry 
jam tart, a boogie man who's afraid of the 
dark. They are not so scary, after all!

MONSTERS

3-5

https://youtu.be/630DuN1Us_Q


COMING 

SOON!

COMING 

SOON!

3-5NAUGHTY ELVES SERIES
MOVE THE LEAVES AND PEEK!

The little reader moves the sliding disc in the page with his fingers to peek through 
the hole trying to guess what's hiding behind the page. The disc's size enables to see 
just a part of the illustration, so that the guessing can be misleading and funny!

NAUGHTY
PEEKABOO

Boardbook wi th  magic  d iscs

cover  wi th  d ie-cut  hole

20 x  20 cm

18 pp

Ser ies par ts  4

Authors :

Paolo Mancin i

Luca de Leone

I l lus t rat ions:

Giu l ia  Cregut

description

Can you trust the mischievous wood elves? They always play 
tricks on kids like you. Sunflower or pinwheel: which one is 

behind the hedge? No doubt, it's the sunflower!
Well... are you really sure this is the right answer? 

watch
the

video!

Can you trust the mischievous 
Halloween elves? They always play 
tricks and like to frighten kids like you. 
Is there really a mummy waiting for 
you beyond the door? Yes for sure, you 
can see it! What...?!? It's a cake?!?
Yes, my friend, you got fooled... again!

NAUGHTY HALLOWEEN/
MONSTERS

Never trust a sailor, they say. Even more so if 
he is a pirate and above all a... mischievous elf! 
Get ready for a new frustrating adventure with 
theese little flibustiers: they will take you in the 
world of piracy, between terrible sea monsters 
and inestimable treasures. But is it all what it 
seems? Yo ho ho, sink me... of course not!

NAUGHTY PIRATES

Wait a minute... are you tell me that the 
mischievous elves are taking a break? So it 
seems: they are throwing a great party! But they 
are going to get a bad surprise. Are that food 
and garlands behind the door? Or are they just... 
unwelcome guests? Remain vigilant, anyway. 
Don't let them fool you, not this time! 

NAUGHTY PARTY/
NAUGHTY BIRTHDAY

https://youtu.be/7UHKgun0gC8


COMING 

SOON!

HUG THE WORLD SERIES
WITH 6 OUTSTANDING ROLL-UP SNAKES!

Six roll-up snakes, that can be lifted, really come alive from the pages to show the 
little reader the vehicles they are hugging. And if he lifts the other flaps, he can find 
out what Hugh's friends are hugging too. An outstanding series
to learn basic notions and hold them tight. 

VEHICLES

Boardbook wi th  ro l l -up 

e lements  and shaped f laps

cover  wi th  d ie-cut  hole

20 x  20 cm

12 pp

Ser ies par ts  4

Authors :

Paolo Mancin i

Luca de Leone

I l lus t rat ions:

Cami l la  Frescura

description

Ships, trains, airplanes... there are few things in the world funnier than 
vehicles. So funny that they deserve to be hugged! This is the belief of 
Hugh, the "huggressive" snake, and of his friends. Hugging what you 

love the most is like thanking it for the joy it gives to you.

watch
the

video!

Backpacks, pencils, diaries... going to school is 
anything but boring. Hugh, the "huggressive" 
snake, will tell you. He likes it so much that 
he uses to hug all the school items that make 
you have fun and help you learn. Unroll the 
snakes and lift the die-cut flaps of his funny 
schoolmates: what items are they hugging?

SCHOOL

Teddy bears, balls, robots... toys are kids' best 
friends, aren't they? When you go to sleep, 
hugging them in bed is the way to thank them 
for protecting you during the night. And so does 
Hugh, the "huggressive" snake, along with his 
friends. Unroll the snakes and lift the flaps: 
what toys are they hugging?

TOYS

Snowmen, candys, presents under the trees... 
Christmas is one of the happiest moments of 
the year and Hugh, the "huggressive" snake, 
can't wait to hug all of the items that makes it 
so special. Unroll the snakes and lift the flaps: 
what Christmas objects are they hugging?

CHRISTMAS/WINTER

3-5

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CyoD-nceiWU&t=68s


COMING 

SOON!

watch
the

video!

watch
the

video!

GAME OF DRONES SERIES
WITH 5 AMAZING FLYING DRONES!

By rotating the incredible big discs the little reader can make the magic 
drones actually fly in order to find out all the secrets about animals, human 
body and the very small world.

ANIMALS 
OF THE WORLD

Boardbook wi th  rotat ing 

e lements

cover  wi th  d ie-cut  hole

27 x  27 cm

10 pp

Ser ies par ts  4

Authors :

Paolo Mancin i

Luca de Leone

I l lus t rat ions:

Feder ica Fabbian

watch
the

video!

description

Why has Hippopotamus that oddly shaped head? And why  
has Panda black rings around its eyes? Take control of the magic drones 
and fly them over the most beautiful natural surroundings of the Earth. 

Just seek and find the hidden animals, rotate the magic drones and zoom 
in on each one to discover all their secrets! 

Did you know that in a drop of water live many 
very little creatures invisible to the naked eye? 
Or that if you zoom in on a butterfly's head 
it looks like a funny alien visitor from outer 
space? Fly the magic drones into the very small 
world and see the environment around us in a 
different light! Ready to take off?

INTO THE SMALL WORLD

Did you know that the heart is as big as a 
little fist and that it beats all the time? Or 
that the skull protects the brain like a strong 
helmet? X-ray your body and peek inside it with 
the magic drones to find out all the amazing 
secrets about your body parts and organs:  
from bones to lungs and many more!

X-RAY THE HUMAN BODY

Have you ever met a zombie or a vampire in 
person? Well... take your courage in both hands 
and get ready to embark in a journey through 
your worst fears. Let your magic drones come 
face-to-face with monsters that really exist: 
from the scary dragonfish to the bloodsucking 
bat or the faceless mole. Discover their secrets: 
you'll find that they're not so bad, after all!

FACE TO FACE
WITH REAL MONSTERS

3-6

https://youtu.be/svLhh4aOSs0
https://youtu.be/fBVB-KYMoNU
https://youtu.be/7D1cQ4PVl5g


FOREST

Boardbook wi th

rotat ing puzz les

cover  wi th  d ie-cut  hole

20 x  20 cm

10 pp

Ser ies par ts  5

Authors :

Paolo Mancin i

Luca de Leone

I l lus t rat ions:

Feder ica Fabbian

description

Hey, shhh... be careful, don't  make a sound. There are a lot  
fantastic animals hidden behind forest's trees, rocks and bushes! 

Carefully bring out your amazing binoculars and... seek and find them! 
Read the nice tips about pandas, crocodiles, snakes and many others, 

and then rotate the lenses to focus and watch them in all their beauty.
It's just as if they were really in front of you, isn't it?  

watch
the

video!

Seals, wolves, whales... 
there are a lot of incredible 
animals you can seek and find 
in the arctic regions with your 
magic binoculars!

ARCTIC

Dip your binoculars into 
the ocean and focus the 
most beautiful fishes and 
their friends living in the 
deep waters!

OCEAN

Have you ever been on safari?
Keep your binoculars in your hands 
and focus our the fascinating animals of 
the savannah: from lion to giraffe, from 
hippopotamus to zebra and ostrich,  
look around you... carefully!

Hey, is that a goat over 
there? And maybe that one 
is a cow? Bring out your 
binoculars and focus our best 
animal friends of the farm: 
from pigs to donkeys, from 
horses to rabbits and sheep, 
there's really a lot to see! 

FARM

SAFARI

3-5
MAGIC BINOCULARS SERIES
WITH 10 INCREDIBLE ROTATING PUZZLES!

By rotating the two magic lenses of the amazing binoculars the little reader can 
complete the puzzles and focus the wonderful animals that live in the most beautiful 
areas of our Planet.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PL4W6iW14TA


watch
the

video!

THE SUPER "15" SERIES
HOW TO BECOME A REAL FOOTBALL SUPERHERO!
The amazing stories of fifteen football top players help the little 
reader understand what is necessary to become a hero like them: 
not only sports "super powers",
but also super human values.

I  want to be a
FOOTBALL
superHERO

Hard cover

23 x  27 cm

34 pp

Ser ies par ts  2

Other  t i t le :

I  want  to  be a

GREAT ARTIST  pet

Authors :

Paolo Mancin i

Luca de Leone

I l lus t rat ions:

Giorgia Bald in i

Hard cover

23 x  27 cm

34 pp

Ser ies par ts  2

Other  t i t le :

I  want  to  be a

FOOTBALL

superHERO

Authors :

Paolo Mancin i
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description

Cristiano Ronaldo can manipulate the force of gravity,
Lionel Messi has the gift of invisibility and Kylian Mbapp

the super speed. But are these superpowers enough to be a
"football hero"? Read the stories of the greatest

present top players and play with the magic console to
discover their hidden secrets, which appear as if by magic.

And you too can become as super as they are.

description

Was Pablo Piccasso really inspired by his little mouse?
And did Frida Kahlo's monkeys contribute towards her

masterpieces? Read the unique stories of these fifteen
artists narrated by their beloved pets and play with the

magic console that will reveal where the most famous
works came from. You'll find out that sometimes Art

finds weird ways to reach its goals!

COMING 

SOON!
I  want to be a
GREAT ARTIST pet

Fifteen iconic artists' lives told by very 
special narrators: their pets! Let yourself 
be carried away in unmatched stories that 
tell you what really happens inside the 
great artists' ateliers.

6-10

magic videogame! magic videogame!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yYVdfsoGcas
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